CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA	Ql
The Admiral's moustaches won both the prizes at the
flower show. Their length and strength would have
supported the Greek Navy's heaviest sails without a
tremble.
Finally, a map of Ethiopia given by Major Dothee, chief
of the Belgian Military Mission " en souvenir d'un trh beau
voyage et avec tons mes remerciments. Jijiga, 75 Novembre 1934"
—the month before Wai Wai.
Fitorari Shefara, Governor of Jijiga, a dear little man
with a mild Falstaffian face, entered with two servants
carrying tej. That night I slept on a bed of iron, a military
structure belonging to Afewerk. Curfew sounded at nine
and soldiers in blankets went through the streets seeing
that it was obeyed.
Jijiga is a new Ethiopian town which sprang, fully built,
from the methodical little head of Tekla Hewariat, then
chief Ethiopian delegate to the League of Nations. Tekla
Hewariat was Governor here in 1916, during the Lu Yasu
troubles. He first built the fort at the eastern end of the
town on the Hargeisa road, then laid out low flat-roofed
houses of simplified Arabian style, in square streets north
and east of the regular shaped Jijiga market place. A
wall, pierced by a wide gate, bounded the southern end
of this open space. At this time of year a dust-laden wind
blows up great clouds from the Ogaden into the market.
It wraps in a dirty sheet the fine pasturelands and many
waterholes south of the town where Somali cattle are
grazing. I walked down to the wells of Jijiga next
morning : the plain was pocked with them, new wells,
old wells, and wells falling in. Deep holes in the ground,
cradled with frames of wood which give a foothold to the
Somali water carriers. These fill their oval clay pots in
the little runnel at the bottom and pass them from man to
man to the top, singing a song addressed to the cattle,
" come and drink sweet water." At the surface a Somali
pans the water into the cattletrough, made of dried mud.
An Ethiopian soldier knelt beside one of them washing his
thick hair with lime to keep out the lice. All the Somalis
do this : half the men that you see in the Ogaden saunter
along on their slim easy walk, their hair copper with dried
whitewash. For cleanliness, Afewerk had ordered his men
to do likewise.

